MORGAN 4/4 SPORT

THE ICONIC MORGAN 4/4 CONTINUES ITS WORLD RECORD BEATING PRODUCTION RUN WITH THE INTRODUCTION OF A NEW MODEL - THE 4/4 SPORT.

LIGHTWEIGHT AND FUN IT’S BUILT USING A UNIQUE FUSION OF TRADITIONAL QUALITY MATERIALS COMBINED WITH THE LATEST IN ADVANCED POWERTRAIN TECHNOLOGY.
PURE AND SIMPLE

ALUMINIUM COACHBUILT BODY
HAND STITCHED TAN LEATHER INTERIOR
THE LATEST 115 BHP 1.6 LITRE ENGINE
FEATHERLIGHT 795 KG
STRONG PERFORMANCE
REMARKABLE ECONOMY
showing after market spinner and steering wheel
Available in a choice of 6 sports solid colours:

- Sports Green
- Sports Black
- Sports Ivory
- Sports Grey
- Sports Blue
- Sports Red

Standard equipment:
- Upholstery - Saddle Brown Leather
- Dashboard Painted Body Colour
- Black Vinyl Side Screens
- Folding & Reclining Sports Seats
- Black Wire Wheels
- Black Vinyl Traditional Style Hood

Choice of 6 colours

Further extras available from your dealer
ENGINE
1595 CC 4 CYLINDER

MAX POWER
115 BHP @ 6350 RPM - (86KW)

MAX TORQUE
132 NM @ 5750 RPM

CO2 EMISSIONS (G/KM) 140

URBAN CONDITIONS
8.31/100KM 34.0 MPG

EXTRA URBAN CONDITIONS
491/100KM 576 MPG

COMBINED
6.21/100KM 456 MPG